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Abstract.  In this paper, it is shown that the graph obtained by overlapping the cycle 
and the complete tripartite graph  at an edge is uniquely determined by its 

chromatic polynomial. 

)3( ≥mCm 2,2,2K

 
 
Let G be a finite graph with neither loops nor multiple edges and let );( λGP  denote its 
chromatic polynomial.  Then G is said to be chromatically unique if );();( λλ GYP =  
implies that Y is isomorphic to G. 
 Let nK  and  denote a complete graph and a cycle respectively on n vertices. The 
complete t-partite graph whose t partite sets have  vertices is denoted by 

  Suppose G and H are two graphs each contains a complete subgraph   

Let  denote any graph obtained by overlapping G and H at   In the case that 
 this is sometimes termed as an edge-gluing of G and H. 

nC

trrr ,,, 21

.,,, 21 trrrK .nK

HG n∪ .nK
,2=n

 Suppose G and H are two chromatically unique graphs. While necessary and 
sufficient conditions for  to be chromatically unique are already known in the 
literature (see [3], [13], [15] or [10]), not a great deal is known about the chromatic 
uniqueness of   Some necessary conditions were obtained in [3] and [13].          
It is asked in [5] (Question 5) whether or not these necessary conditions are also 
sufficient. No counterexamples are known yet.  Some special cases that show that the 
necessary conditions are also sufficient are given in [2], [4], [6], [8] and [9].  In 
particular, it is shown in [6] (see also [16]) that  is chromatically unique for 
all  and all   The more general situation as whether  is 
chromatically unique remains unknown. 

HG 1∪

.2 HG ∪

ms CK 2,2 ∪

1≥s .3≥m msr CK 2, ∪

 In this paper, we wish to decide if   is chromatically unique.  We show 
that  is chromatically unique for all  leaving the general case 
undecided.  

mnnn CK 2,, ∪

mCK 22,2,2 ∪ 3≥m
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 Let G be a graph and let A be a subgraph of G.  Let denote the number of 

subgraphs A in G.  Let  denote a chordless cycle on n vertices.  Also, let  denote 
the graph (known as the wheel) obtained by joining a new vertex to every vertex of 

 where   Further, let  denote the graph obtained from  by deleting an 
edge that joins the new vertex to a vertex of  The following lemma is a 
consequence of Theorem 2 of [7]. 

),( GAn
*
nC nW

,1−nC .4≥n nU nW
.1−nC

 
Lemma 1.  Let G and Y be two graphs such that .);();( λλ YPGP =   Then G and Y have 
the same number of vertices, edges and triangles.  Moreover, in the event that G has no 

 then  and ,4K ),(),( *
4

*
4 YCnGCn =

 
),(3),(2),(),( 553,2

*
5 GWnGUnGKnGCn +++−  

    .),(3),(2),(),( 553,2
*
5 YWnYUnYKnYCn +++−=

 

 Let G be a connected graph with vertex set  and edge set  Then the 
cyclomatic number of G is 

)(GV .)(GE
.1)()( +− GVGE  

 Let  denote the coefficient of  in )(Gck
kω );();( λω GPGQ =  where .1−= λω  

Notice that if G contains a cut-vertex, then  divides 2)1( −λ );( λGP  and hence 
  By Theorem 1 of [14], if G contains no cut-vertices, then .0)(1 =Gc .0)(1 ≠Gc   

 Let H be a non-complete graph and let R (respectively T) be any graph obtained by 
identifying the end-vertices of a path  with two adjacent (respectively             
non-adjacent) vertices of H.  That is, 

)3( ≥mPm

.2 mCHR ∪=  Let eH +  denote the graph 
obtained by adding a new edge e to two non-adjacent vertices in H, and let eH ⋅   be the 
graph obtained from H  by identifying the two end-vertices of this new edge e.  
 
Lemma 2 ([12]).  .);()1();();( 1 ωωω eHQRQTQ m ⋅−+= −

 
 Let mX  denote the graph obtained by identifying the end-vertices of a path  with 
two non-adjacent degree-4 vertices of  where .  

mP

2,2,2K 3≥m
 

Lemma 3.   Let G denote the graph  where  Then  mCK 22,2,2 ∪ .3≥m

)()( 11 mXcGc ≠  and hence .);();( ωω mXQGQ ≠  
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Proof.   By applying Lemma 2 to the graph  we have ,mX 2,2,2, KHGR ==  and 
 

);()1();();( 2,2,1
1 ωωω KQGQXQ m

m
−−+=  

 
and the lemma follows by noting that 0)( 2,2,11 ≠Kc  (because  contains no            
cut-vertices).  

2,2,1K

 
Theorem 1.   For any  the graph   is chromatically unique. ,3≥m mCK 22,2,2 ∪
 
Proof.   Let  Suppose Y is such that .22,2,2 mCKG ∪= .);();( λλ GPYP =   Then Y is 
a 2-connected graph on  vertices and 4+m 11+m  edges. Since the graphs 

 and  are chromatically unique (see [11]), we may assume 
that  

322,2,2 CK ∪ 422,2,2 CK ∪
.5≥m

 Note that  by Lemma 1 because                          

Furthermore, 

3),( *
4 =YCn .3),( *

4 =GCn

),(),( 33 GKnYKn = ,1),(,8 *
5 ≤= GCn ,0),( 3,2 =GKn 0),( 5 =GUn   

and   By Lemma 1, it follows that .6),( 5 =GWn
 

  (1) .1717),(),(3),(2),( *
5553,2 ≥+≥++ YCnYWnYUnYKn

 
 We assert that Y contains a wheel  as a subgraph.  If 5W ,0),( 5 ≠YWn  then                  
we are done.  Suppose .   Then we have 0),( 5 =YWn 17),(2),( 53,2 ≥+ YUnYKn  by 

Equation (1).  If  then we have  which is impossible.  
Therefore  and this implies that  (by Equation (1)) which 

further implies that  a contradiction.  Hence Y contains a wheel  as a 
subgraph.  Let W denote this subgraph. 

,2),( 3,2 ≥YKn 3),( *
4 >YCn

1),( 3,2 ≤YKn 8),( 5 ≥YUn

,3),( *
4 >YCn 5W

 Let J be the graph  and assume that there are e edges joining W to J.               
Now note that  J  has  vertices and 

WY −
1−m em −+ 3  edges and so  

 
 .4)()( eJVJE −=−   (2) 
 
 Let  be the connected components of   Suppose there are  

edges joining W and 
kJJ ,,1 .1, ≥kJ ie

kiJ i ,,1, =  so that .1 i
k
i ee =∑=   Let  denote the cyclomatic 

number of   Let  Using Equation (2) and from the 
definition of cyclomatic number, we have 

ic

.,,1, kiJ i = .1 i
k
i cc =∑=

 

  (3) ∑
=

+−==
k

i
i kecc

1
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 Some observations are in order.  Since G contains no cut-vertices, the same is true 
for Y.  Consequently, we see that  
 
(O1)   for every  2≥ie .,,1 ki =  
(O2)  For every  there exists no vertex in  which is adjacent to  

vertices of W unless  is an isolated vertex.  Likewise, there exists no vertex in W 
that is adjacent to  vertices in   

,,,1 ki = iJ ie

iJ

ie .iJ
(O3)  If   then  is either an isolated vertex or else a tree with at most  

vertices of degree 1. 
,0=ic iJ ie

 

 We also note the following. 
 
(O4)  The cyclomatic number of G (and so of Y) is 8 and that the cyclomatic number of 

W is 4. 
(O5)  W contains precisely four  and one  3K .*

4C
(O6)  Since the chromatic number of G (and so of Y) is 3, it follows that Y contains no 

 as subgraph. 4K
 

 For each  let ,,,1 ki = iα  denote the number of triangles in the subgraph induced 
by  and those edges (together with their end-vertices) that join  to W.  Let 

 and let 
iJ iJ

i
k
i αα 1=∑= β  denote the number of  in Y not including the one in W.   

Since  and  we have 

*
4C

8),( 3 =YKn ,3),( *
4 =YCn 4=α  and  2=β  by (O5). 

 Using (O1) and Equation (3), we see that .4 kc −≤  Since  it follows that 
  In the rest of the proof, we shall consider the various cases of k.  We shall show 

that either  or else 

,0≥c
.4≤k

mCKY 22,2,2 ∪≅ 4≠α  or 2≠β  or .8)( ≤YV  
 Suppose   Then it follows from the fact that .4=k kc −≤ 4 and Equation (3) that 

 and  so that  and  for each 0=c 8=e 2=ie 0=ic .4,,1=i   By (O3),  is either 
an isolated vertex or else a path  with   If some  is not an isolated vertex, 
then 

iJ

nP .2≥n iJ
.4<α   If all the ’s  are isolated vertex, then eitheriJ 4<α  or else .2<β   Either 

case is a contradiction. 
 Suppose   Then it follows from Equation (3) that .3=k .7 ec −=   By (O1), we 
see that   and that  10 ≤≤ c .76 ≤≤ e
 If  then  for all  and ,0=c 0=ic 3,2,1=i .7=e   We may assume without loss 
of generality that   In this case, each  admits no triangles.                
In order to achieve 

.2,3 321 eee === iJ
4=α  and ,2=β  each of  and  must be an isolated vertex 

and is adjacent to two adjacent vertices of W so that 
2J 3J

.1 32 αα ==   Further, 21 =α  and 
.2=β   For this to be possible,  must be an isolated vertex adjacent to three vertices 

(which form a path of length 3) in W.  But then 
1J

,8)( =YV  a contradiction since 
 .5≥m
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 If  we may take  and ,1=c 11 =c 32 0 cc ==  without loss of generality.  From 
Equation (3),  and we have  for all 6=e 2=ie .3,2,1=i   Since  is not an isolated 
vertex, the two edges joining  and W yields no triangle by (O2) so that 

1J

1J .11 ≤α   Since 
12 ≤α  and ,13 ≤α  we have ,3≤α  a contradiction. 

 Suppose   Then   Now since  .2=k .2≤c ,9)( ≥YV  we have 
 
 .4)()()( 21 ≥+= JVJVJV   (4) 
 
 Suppose   Then  and each  admits no triangles.  Since .0=c 21 0 cc == iJ ,6=e  
there are two possible cases.  Either (i) 21 3 ee ==  or else (ii) 41 =e  and .22 =e  
(i)  If ,2,1,2)( =≥ iJV i  then we have 4<α  or .2<β   Hence we may assume 

that 1)( 1 =JV  and .3)( 2 ≥JV   But then, we have 4<α  because 21 ≤α  
and .12 ≤α  

(ii)  If  ,2)( 1 ≥JV  then we do not have 4=α  and 2=β  unless 2)( 1 =JV  and 

1)( 2 =JV  (but this violates Inequality (4)).  Therefore  is an isolated vertex 
which must be adjacent to the four vertices of degree 3 of W (by taking note of 
(O6)).  Further,  is a path   If the end-vertices of  are adjacent to two 
non-adjacent vertices of W, then  in which case, 

1J

2J .2−mP 2J
,mXY ≅ );();( λλ GPYP ≠  by 

Lemma 3.  Hence the two end-vertices of  are adjacent to two adjacent vertices 
of W, in which case,  

2J
.22,2,2 mCKY ∪≅

 Suppose  Then we may assume that .1=c 11 =c  and 02 =c  without loss of 
generality.  Note that  admits at most one triangle.  Since 1J ,5=e  there are two 
possible cases.  Either (iii)  and  or else (iv) 31 =e 22 =e 21 =e  and .32 =e  
(iii)  In this subcase, 31 ≤α  and .12 ≤α   If equality holds for both 1α  and ,2α  then, 

(by taking note of (O2)), we have .2<β  
(iv)  In this subcase, 3≤α  because 11 ≤α  and .22 ≤α  
 Suppose    Then   Clearly ..2=c .4=e 2 21 ee ==   There are two possible cases.   
Either (v)  and 21 =c 02 =c  or else (vi)  .1 21 cc ==  
(v)  In this subcase, 3≤α  because 21 ≤α  (as  admits at most two triangles) and 1J

.12 ≤α  
(vi) In this subcase, 2≤α  because 11 ≤α  and 12 ≤α  (as each  admits at most 

one triangle). 
iJ

 Suppose  Then  .1=k .3≤c
 If  then   In this subcase, ,0=c .5=e JJ =1  is a tree.  If  contains three or 
more end-vertices, then 

1J
.21 ≤= αα   Therefore  is a path   Since 1J .1−mP ,4=α  one 

of the end-vertex of  is adjacent to the four vertices of degree 3 of W  (by taking note 1J
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of (O6)).  If the other end-vertex of  is adjacent to the degree-4 vertex of W, then 
 in which case, 

1J
,mXY ≅ );();( λλ GPYP ≠  by Lemma 3.  Hence the other end-vertex 

of  is adjacent to a degree-3 vertex of W, in which case, 1J .22,2,2 mCKY ∪≅  

 If  then  admits at most one triangle and ,1=c 1J .4=e   Since ,4)( 1 ≥JV  we 
have 3≤α  or .2<β  
 If  then  admits at most two triangles and ,2=c 1J .3=e   Again we have 3≤α  
or .2<β  
 If  then  admits at most three triangles (because Y contains no  as 
subgraph by (O6)).  Since  by (O2), we have 

,3=c 1J 4K
,2=e .3≤α  

This completes the proof. 
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